We derive an exact solution for the total kinetic energy of noninteracting spinless electrons at half-ailing in two-dimensional bipartite lattices. We employ a conceptually different approach that maps this problem exactly into a Feynman-Vdovichenko lattice walker. The problem is then reduced to the analytic study of the sum of magnetic phase factors on closed paths. We compare our results with the ones obtained through numerical calculations.
INTRODUCTION FERMI-SEA ENERGY
Noninteracting tight-binding electron models at halffilling in two-dimensional (2D) bipartite (e.g., square and hexagonal) lattices have recently received renewed attention due to their role in condensed matter and particle physics. For instance, several quantum field theories arise in a natural way &om 2D tight-binding lattice fermion probleins at half-filling for hexagonali'2 (e.g., 2D graphites) and square lattices. 24 These quantum field theories are important to the problem of dynamical symmetry breaking, which plays a central role in many current areas of research; for instance, they provide a possible mechanism for generating the fermion mass spectrum in elementary particle physics. Furthermore, noninteracting 2D tight-binding electrons in a perpendicular magnetic field have been the subject of intense study in areas of current interest like mesoscopic structures and the quantum Hall effect. More recently, the behavior of the kinetic energy of a 2D noninteracting electron gas under the inQuence of both a periodic potential and a magnetic field has been analyzed by Hasegawa et al. and many others. ' ( 1)i+
Also, using the identity 
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The Fermi-sea ground-state energy is then exactly given by ET(4) = --1 -2) 
where we define an auxiliary quantity, W, (m, n), which is the sum over all possible paths of r steps on which an electron may hop froin some given site to the site (m, n). From the definition of W"(m, n), it is evident that it obeys the recurrence relation W"+i(m, n) = W, (m+1, n) + e+' W"(m, n 6 1). (7) Equation (7) states that the site (m, n) can be reached by taking the (r + 1)th step from the four nearest-neighbor sites. The factors in &ont of the TV"'s account for the presence of the magnetic field. We can construct further recurrence relations successively. For example, W"+2(m, n) = 4W"(m, n) + (1+ e+' )[e' W"(m+ 1,n -1) + e a™4W"(m+ 1, n+ 1)] +W"(m 6 2, n) + e ' W"(m, n p 2).
Examining the action of the Hamiltonian on the statẽ j) =~m , n), we find that -H]m, n) =~m +1, n) + e+'~m , nk 1).
Hence, by comparing Eq. (7) and W"(m -p, n + q). We shall refer to the rest of the prefactors (the part not involving m) as C". For instance, C"(m+1,n 1) = C"(-mal, n+1) = 1+e+'@ in the above expression [Eq. (8)] for W"+2(m, n) These C"'s satisfy C, (m+p, n -q) = C"(m -p, n+q) = C"(m+q, n -p) = C"(m -q, n, + p) and C, (m+ p, n, + q) = C"(m p, n -q) =-C"(m+ qn+ p) = C"(m -q, n -p). It can be shown that the latter set becomes equivalent to the former one when 4~-C' (and vice versa).
(c) To obtain M2i, it is sufficient to compute the complete recurrence relation for W"+i(m, n).
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The 2D hexagonal (graphite or honeycomb) lattice describes the atomic arrangement of carbon atoms in graphite, a highly anisotropic semimetal with a stacking structure of almost independent hexagonal layers, each one with one valence electron per site. Given the double spin degeneracy this means a half-filled band. The electron dynamics is then modeled by a tight-binding model. In this work, we will concentrate on the half-filled band case; thus, the ground state has positive energy states empty, and neg- 
